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The Enrolment Committee and Bedford School Council understand that 
the AMDSB has responsibility for many schools and that Bedford may not be a 
top priority in terms of accommodation pressures. That said Bedford is a unique 
school that has needs that may not be apparent in other schools. For this reason 
we feel it necessary to advocate for a change in how the AMDSB administers the 
school. Foremost is a critical need for a clear plan for the French Immersion 
program and the dual-track school. A clear policy document that includes 
operational details for administration of the school would provide accountability to 
the school community. In addition the policy should include accommodation 
guidelines that aim to balance two streams within a community school 
environment.  

Our vision for Bedford School centers on the theme of balance and equity 
within the school community. In terms of enrolment numbers this balance should 
translate into both an actual and perceived balance between the two streams. 
While there may be varying opinions on what this balance should be, it is 
universally agreed that the trend over the past few years, that has culminated in 
a primary division ratio of 2 FI:1 Core, and a projected Grade 1 ration for 07/08 of 
3:1, is unacceptable. Promotion of the core program under conditions of obvious 
disparity in classroom numbers will be very difficult in future years. In terms of the 
classroom we strongly believe that the Board has a responsibility to create 
balance and equity under conditions where the resource needs of the two 
streams may vary significantly. In dual track schools there is a well established 
trend that results in skewed distributions by gender, IEP and in many cases 
socio-economics. The Board needs to acknowledge this and create policy that 
allows for re-distribution of resources such that there is a reduced perception that 
the specialized program (FI) represents a superior educational experience. This 
would have the added benefit of creating a better working and professional 
environment for teachers within the dual-track school.      

In the absence of a concerted effort to create a balanced dual-track school 
at Bedford we feel that the AMDSB should consider alternatives to the current 
model. The City of Stratford represents the only truly urban school area within a 
largely rural school board and as such represents a unique set of challenges to 
administration. Therefore, it is understood that alternative options have to be 
balanced against the needs of all of the schools within the City of Stratford. The 
popularity and maturity of the French Immersion program allows for a number of 
possibilities, for example; 

• Expansion of the French Immersion program to another school within 
Stratford would alleviate the collateral effects on the Core stream at 
Bedford and may have the added benefit of improving the declining 
enrolment at another school. Creating ward boundaries for the two dual 
track schools where cross bordering is only an option if space is not 



 

available at the area French Immersion program would ensure more 
balanced enrolment at both dual-track schools. By choosing a school 
with an already large French Immersion population there would be the 
additional benefit of reduced busing demands.  

• Another option, and perhaps the best in terms of administration, would 
be to create a centrally located, stand-alone French Immersion school. 
This was the original expectation of parents placing their children at 
Bedford and it would preclude the need for strategies to create balance 
within a dual-track school. Although this option would require significant 
re-organization within Stratford it provides the most sustainable option 
and creates long- term stability of the program. If the JK/SK French 
Immersion intent students (about 2/3 of the enrolment at Bedfrod) are 
combined with the current French Immersion population (grades 1-6) at 
Bedford there are certainly sufficient numbers to warrant a stand-alone 
school. A central location would also reduce busing demands.  

 
While Council can request change and provide expectations, it is the 

responsibility of the Board and its employees to provide reasonable solutions to 
the challenges of providing a French Immersion program. As parents we do not 
have the decision-making power or resources for such an undertaking. It is the 
Boards area of expertise and as such they should be able to produce a detailed 
plan based on sound educational principles. Furthermore they can access a 
professional network not available to parents. There is valuable information to be 
learned from colleagues that have successfully administered dual-track schools 
within other Boards.  

In conclusion, Bedford has been designated a dual-track school and as 
such requires special attention if it is to meet the community’s expectation for 
balance and equity between streams. If these expectations cannot be met we 
feel that the Board should consider alternatives.  
 


